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HIPPOCRATES, Pseudepigraphic writings: Letters-Embassy-Speech from the Altar-
Decree, ed. and transl. with an Introduction by Wesley D. Smith, Studies in Ancient Medicine 2,
Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1990, pp. x, 133 (90-04-09290-0).
In The Hippocratic Tradition (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1979) Wesley D. Smith
investigated the origin both ofour image ofHippocrates, Father ofMedicine, and ofthe corpus
of works traditionally associated with his name. At the centre of that book was Galen, who
created Hippocrates in his own image within the context of the medical debates of
second-century AD Rome. In the present volume Smith turns his attention to another strand of
the legend of Hippocrates: the Pseudepigrapha, comprising twenty-four letters, two speeches
and an Athenian decree. Not only does he give the first English translation of these important
but deceptive documents, he also discusses their origin, transmission and function in a
thorough introduction.
Many other collections of letters attributed to famous figures of antiquity survive. Smith
suggests that these Pseudepigrapha, in which Hippocrates is asked to cure a plague by the king
ofPersia, and visits the apparently mad Democritus, should be understood as an attempt, from
within a mentality very different from our own, to construct a history of medicine. The letters
"are not what they pretend to be," but are rather an alternative way of answering the
still-dominant questions, "Who was Hippocrates?" and "What did he write?"
The earliest parts of the collection, Smith argues, are the speeches: the Epibomios, allegedly
made by Hippocrates at Thessaly, and the Presbeutikos, attributed to Thessalos, son of
Hippocrates. Smith dates these to the period 350-250 BC, and shows that it was at Alexandria
that they were attached to a group ofotherwise anonymous Greek medical texts. Thus not only
did the anonymous works become "the Hippocratic corpus", but also the characters from
Hippocrates' family mentioned in the Presbeutikos were used to account for the range ofstyles
in that corpus, different works being attributed to different family members.
Many "baseless claims" in subsequent medical history can be traced back to the
Pseudepigrapha. For example, although the existance ofa "Coan school" in the second century
BC can be shown epigraphically, there is no evidence of an exclusive kinship group of
Asclepiads controlling the medical profession: "the Asclepiadae were not the whole of the
medical profession, even on Cos, nor were they all physicians."
Smith ably unravels the complex manuscript tradition, in which medical and epistolographic
collections transmit different selections from the Pseudepigrapha. His argument is clear,
plausable and often iconoclastic, and this volume deserves a wide readership.
Helen King, S. Katharine's College, Liverpool Institute of Higher Education
ANDREAS HILLERT, Antike Arztedarstellungen, Marburger Schriften zur Medizin-
geschichte 25, Frankfurt, Peter Lang, 1990, 8vo, pp. vi, 257, illus., DM 27.00, (paperback).
This is a highly competent and useful dissertation. It collects classical representations of
physicians on tomb reliefs, statues, vases, and the like, with appropriate photographs, and
discusses their significance for the medical historian. IfDr Hillert had done no more than this,
he would have performed a useful service, for many of these representations, e.g. nos 12 and
13, from Portogruaro; 24, from Schloss Seggau near Leibnitz; and 26, from Cherchel, were
accessible only in localjournals and publications. His selection ofplates is a reproach to picture
editors, who have been long content to reproduce the same small number of illustrations. It is,
however, a pity that the overall quality of the reproductions is poor, for much detail is lost in
the printing. Equally valuable, though, is Dr Hillert's rejection of ancient paintings or
sculptures often claimed as medical, e.g. the "anatomy scene" from the Via Latina catacomb,
or the Ravenna and Bar-le-Duc "oculist scenes". He argues strongly that, by contrast with
instruments, listed p. 192, the mere presence of a snake, as on a bust from the tomb of the
Haterii in Rome, is of itself no proof that the person commemorated was medical. The
gullibility ofmedical historians is nicely revealed in the lucid discussion ofthe so-called bust of
Hippocrates from Ostia; and in the demonstration that, in at least one modern work, aportrait
of the Emperor Gallienus masquerades as Galen.
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The following notes are not intended to detract from this very useful piece of work.
Omissions include the headless statue ofAlexander, a (fourth-century?) doctor from Ephesus
(Jahrbuch des osterreichischen archdologischen Instituts, 1959, 44: Beiblatt, pp. 352, 363). The
mosaics ofCosmas and Damian from Hagios Georgios, Thessalonica (fifth-century), and from
SS Cosma e Damiano, Rome (sixth-century); and the (circumcision?) scene on a Roman bowl
(Scarborough, Roman medicine, pl. I 1) may well have been excluded on the grounds that they
were dubiously medical. The curious objects on the tomb of Quintius Theoxenus (Corpus
inscriptionum latinarum X 6469) might also be noted.
Further discussions: on Byzantine representations ofancient doctors, see Danielle Jacquart,
Dossiers histoire et archeologie Jan. 1988 123: 22-9, and my From Democedes to Harvey, ch. 10,
n. 1. The miniatures of doctors in the Florence codex of Apollonius of Citium deserved
comment, for, although Byzantine in date, they clearly go back to a much earlier model. The
sculptures from Velia/Elea are presented at length in M. Fabbri and A. Trotta, Una
scuola-collegio di eta' augustea (1989). On artistic representations of Asclepius, see G.
Strohmaier, 'Asklepios und das Ei', Festschrift Fr. Altheim, 1970, 2: 143-53. For figured votives
dedicated by doctors, see also L. Moretti, Inscriptiones graecae urbis Romae (1968), n. 102. The
inscription in honour ofArtorius Asclepiades, p. 250, added in the eighteenth century below a
grave stele in the Museo Maffeiano, Verona, is itself a forgery, based on Caelius and Plutarch
(cf. H, Diitschke, Antike Bildwerke, vol. 4, 1880, p. 238).
Vivian Nutton, Wellcome Institute
CHRISTOPHER HAMLIN, A science ofimpurity: wtater analysis in nineteenth century Britain,
Bristol, Adam Hilger, 1990, 8vo, pp. xiii, 342, illus., £45.00.
The history ofwater analysis cannot but sound an unpromising subject. On the one hand, the
name conjures up a vision ofgrave, bearded Victorian scientists peering into test tubes in gas-lit
laboratories in the disinterested pursuit of knowledge; on the other it suggests a dreary
technical history, of quantities and residues and intricate mathematical calculation.
A science of impurity belies both impressions. The scientists stand revealed as interested,
quarrelsome, and often unscientific; and the technicalities ofthe evolution ofanalytic processes
do not loom large. Christopher Hamlin has written a history of the relations between science
and society, of the professionalization of the scientists, of the politics of social reform, of the
evolution of the expert, and of the real uncertainties that may persist behind the apparent
advance ofscientific knowledge. The book is meticulously researched and thoughtfully written,
and makes a significant contribution not only to our understanding of the nineteenth-century
revolution in government, but also to our knowledge of the social relations of nineteenth-
century science. A science of impurity also illuminates the process of transition between
dominant scientific ideologies, and demonstrates that the advent of bacteriology created as
many new problems as it did new points of reference. It clarifies the scientific arguments that
raged around issues of water purity and extends our perspectives on the nineteenth-century
public health movement.
The scheme of the book is essentially chronological. Hamlin begins with the late eighteenth-
century spa towns, whose waters first engaged the attention ofprofessional chemists when they
were employed to determine the waters' properties for advertising and medical purposes. He
stresses both the absence of standard methods in water analysis, a deficiency which continued
to haunt analysts throughout the century; and, in parallel, the professional necessity which
dictated that chemists should obtain results useful to their clients: a necessity which set a
pattern of professional flexibility that perpetually compromised both the scientific and the
political pursuit of satisfactory domestic water supplies for more than seventy years.
For most of history man's judgement of water quality has relied on what Hamlin calls the
commonsense standard: appearance, smell, and taste. The overthrow of this standard was the
Victorian water analysts' greatest achievement: it consolidated the position of the expert
analyst even while the various specific analytic procedures continued to be a matter ofscientific
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